Russian Offensive in Ukraine Unlikely, but Russian Disinformation Operation Pressures Kyiv To Make Concessions
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Key Takeaway: The Kremlin launched a disinformation campaign against Ukraine in early March that could support renewed Russian offensive conventional operations in 2021, but Russia is unlikely to launch offensive operations in the coming weeks. Russian proxies in eastern Ukraine deployed to full combat readiness on March 16. Despite that potential indicator of a possible operation, the Russian military is not postured to support an imminent offensive. The Kremlin’s disinformation campaign may be intended to pressure Ukraine into engaging in negotiations on unfavorable terms or to set conditions for a Russian escalation in late spring 2021 or both. ISW will continue to assess indicators of a potential Russian escalation and monitor the Kremlin’s ongoing disinformation campaign.

Russia’s proxy forces in eastern Ukraine deployed to full combat readiness on March 16, 2021. Ukrainian intelligence reported Russia’s proxy forces in occupied Donetsk and Luhansk deployed to the highest degree of combat readiness, withdrew personnel from vacations early, and replenished ammunition for front line units on March 16. Russian proxies have increased their pace of readiness drills since early March. Ukrainian intelligence and independent reporting confirm that Russia’s proxies are currently improving their defensive positions.

The Russian military has not set the conditions necessary to support offensive operations and an imminent escalation is unlikely. Russia is conducting an annual Russian Airborne (VDV) exercise in Crimea from March 16-19, 2021, involving 2,000 troops, but this exercise is likely preplanned and has occurred in mid-March every year since 2017. ISW has not observed reporting of any other Russian forces redeploying or conducting snap exercises near Ukraine in recent weeks. Russia has not deployed additional combat assets into Donbas, such as artillery and armor units, to support an escalation. The weather in eastern Ukraine is currently poor and unsuited to offensive operations. Ukrainian intelligence characterizes ongoing Russian proxy activity as preparations for “provoking tension” and “provocative action,” not a new offensive. Increased readiness drills and improved defensive positions in the absence of necessary preparations for offensive action indicate an imminent escalation is unlikely. Proxy leaders may have taken defensive measures around the anniversary of Russia’s illegal annexation of Crimea on March 18, 2014, amid annual intense rhetoric from Ukraine and Russia. Russian proxies are likely additionally supporting an ongoing Kremlin information campaign against Ukraine.

The Kremlin began a disinformation campaign in early March claiming Ukraine is preparing to launch an offensive against Donbas later in spring 2021. The Kremlin-funded Federal News Agency likely originated this false narrative on March 1, 2021, by distorting a Ukrainian military analyst’s discussion of “Western instructors”
assisting new Ukrainian urban warfare training centers. The Federal News Agency claimed these new centers indicated an imminent Ukrainian offensive against occupied Donbas in spring 2021. Retired Russian Colonel Viktor Baranets stated on March 3 that Ukraine is likely preparing for an offensive in mid-May and after the spring thaw at the earliest. Baranets is an unofficial mouthpiece for the Russian military and often acts as a leading indicator for Russian intent. Russia’s proxies in Donetsk issued statements warning of a possible “new cycle of escalation” by Ukraine in spring 2021 on March 4 and 16.

The Kremlin boosted this narrative on March 4. Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov stated Russia is concerned about a potential Ukrainian escalation and renewed force deployments. Russian representative to the OSCE Alexander Lukashevich claimed the Ukrainian military is deploying additional forces to Donbas and training for offensive operations—misquoting the same Ukrainian analyst cited by the Federal News Agency—and accused Ukraine of stalling negotiations with Russia to buy time to prepare for offensive action. Kremlin representatives and state-run media have continued to amplify this narrative throughout March 2021. Director Andrei Kortunov of the Russian International Affairs Council, a key Kremlin-run think tank, forecasted Ukraine will escalate the Donbas conflict “in the near future” on March 14. Russian envoy to Ukraine Boris Gryzlov claimed Ukraine continues to deploy additional troops to Donbas and seeks a pretext for escalation on March 17.

The Kremlin’s disinformation campaign may be intended to pressure Ukrainian President Zelensky into renewed unfavorable negotiations with the Kremlin or direct engagement with Russian proxies. Kremlin representatives and media outlets have accused Ukrainian President Zelensky of preparing for an offensive due to his unwillingness to continue negotiations with Russia. Ukraine has refrained from direct engagement with Russia’s proxies in Donbas to avoid legitimizing them as independent actors through direct engagement. Russian envoy Gryzlov accused Ukraine of preparing an escalation to break the “impasse” on negotiations and claimed Ukraine’s only alternative to a military escalation is direct talks with Russian proxies. Lukashevich similarly accused Ukraine of preparing an escalation to avoid what the Kremlin frames as Kyiv’s “commitment” to begin direct engagement with Russian proxies in Donbas. Russia’s proxy authorities in Donetsk accused Ukraine of seeking a forceful end to the conflict instead of negotiations on March 17. The Kremlin previously failed to coerce Ukraine into direct talks with Russian proxies in May 2020 through an information campaign and increased military pressure—including raising its proxies to full combat readiness on May 19, 2020. The Kremlin may seek to use Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky’s 2019 election promise to end the war in Donbas to pressure him into entering further Kremlin-favorable negotiations.

The Kremlin’s disinformation campaign may be setting conditions for its own kinetic escalation in spring 2021. The Kremlin routinely accuses Ukraine of refusing to consider Russia-favorable negotiations and of perpetuating the conflict in eastern Ukraine. However, claims emanating directly from the Kremlin overtly accusing Ukraine of preparing for an offensive are unusual. Russian claims of a Ukrainian offensive in May might indicate that Russian leaders intend to conduct a kinetic escalation in late spring 2021. The Kremlin likely intends to build its disinformation campaign over several months and may seek to provoke Ukrainian forces into action Russia that can frame as a justification for a renewed offensive against Ukraine.

ISW will continue to monitor the situation and assess indicators of a potential Russian escalation. Russia has not deployed the forces necessary for a kinetic escalation as of late March but may do so in the coming weeks. ISW will monitor and report on indicators—including Russian military exercises, command changes, deployment of additional assets to Donbas, and heightened rhetoric—of a Russian escalation. ISW will additionally continue to monitor the Kremlin’s disinformation campaign against Ukraine, including its likely triggers and objectives.
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